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Most businesses capture direct costs by customer, channel, and product.
But net profit analysis at these levels is incomplete without realistic
indirect costs – the costs of acquiring, supplying, and serving customers.
The SAP® Net Margin Analysis analytic application helps decision makers
see where product mixes and customer interaction can be improved.

In today’s competitive market, companies
must work to increase net margin. Serving
customers in an increasingly complex environment involves more services, more channels,
and more demands, all of which contribute to
raising indirect costs. Business leaders often
lack clear understanding of the reasons behind
“cost creep.”
SAP Net Margin Analysis helps keep indirect
costs immediately visible to decision makers.
You can use powerful analytics to reduce indirect costs across key dimensions by studying

where interactions with customers generate
profits and where improvements are needed.
You can see at a glance which customers or
products are profitable and which are not –
and investigate why. Full visibility into cost is
essential to successful efforts to raise overall
profitability.
With SAP Net Margin Analysis, stakeholders
use what-if analysis to identify and investigate
cost anomalies. With this information, they
can work together to develop initiatives to lift
bottom-line performance.
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Harness state-of-the-art analytics
Ask the right questions about net margin

SAP Net Margin Analysis clarifies the true cost
to serve and helps simplify collaboration by
keeping a single view of profitability available
for all decision makers. Executives across your
extended enterprise can help manage decisions that impact indirect cost and net margin
by customer, product, and channel. With reliable visibility into cost to serve, you can distinguish the combinations and activities that
are profit makers from those that are loss
makers.

SAP Net Margin Analysis accelerates time to
value through structured content and data
management. SAP experts estimate that it is
possible for companies to save up to 5% on
indirect costs in the first year after implementation.* The application is customizable and
extensible, so you can adapt basic functionality to meet your current business needs and
create ad hoc reports to analyze evolving
requirements. It is designed to work in any IT
environment and with any data source, and
you can expedite implementation with extractors in numerous SAP applications. While
remaining nimble, you gain support for best
practices and superior technologies that give
you a head start on formulating true profitability insight.
Continued on next page

* Source: SAP Performance Benchmarking
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As with all applied analytics from SAP, you
gain role-based insight into your business
performance through a user-friendly interface. Armed with actionable information, you
can empower your team to make the right

Quick Facts

choices and sustain competitive advantage.
And with analytics that let you think strategically, you always have both the big picture
and the granular detail you need to make
critical decisions quickly and wisely.

You can learn from your company’s
successes and shortcomings to
sharpen your competitive edge,
adjusting your contracts with
channel representatives and your
product mixes as needed.
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SAP Net Margin Analysis offers state-of-the-art
dashboards and reports to help users understand any deviations and maximize net margin.
Determine appropriate actions with guided
navigation of data and best-practice analysis
to identify root causes. Unleash the powerful
combination of indirect cost allocation and
robust transactional data so stakeholders
everywhere have a common quantitative definition upon which to base determinations of
net profitability. You can tackle a wide array
of profitability and cost issues across diverse
disciplines, including finance, sales, marketing, operations, strategic planning, and
procurement.

See quickly how product mix, order frequency,
and delivery method impact profitability in
each market segment. Analyze net margin
by customer, in order to manage informed
interactions that can help improve customer
performance.
Possible initiatives for net margin improvement include changing sales channel mix,
reducing overuse of services, increasing economies of scale through more effective order size,
and minimizing discounts and return rates.
Using the tools for what-if analysis, you can
evaluate initiatives and select those with the
highest potential for improving your bottom
line. In short, you can nurture profitability
insight into decisions that help increase net
profits.
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Analyzing net margin means digging for –
and facing head-on – the answers to some
crucial questions:
•• Do you understand the true drivers of cost
and profitability in your organization?
•• Does your channel strategy optimize product and sales goals?
•• Which sales territories are delivering the
best results and which the worst?
•• Do you need to adjust discounting policies?

•• Which products and customers are profitable, and which are just draining resources?
•• What should you do with the loss makers?
•• How can you reduce the proportion of
customers that are loss makers?
•• Which activities have worked best with the
profit makers?
•• Is there a good opportunity to change the
mix of channels in a particular customer
segment?
•• Are there other ways you can improve
company net profit?

Continued on next page
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You’ve probably been looking at profitability
through a number of different lenses. Product
managers focus on delivering high-quality
products, marketing leaders on winning new
customers, salespeople on meeting ambitious targets, and operations staff on fulfilling
orders promptly. Each group can affirm meeting their departmental targets, but often none
of them can see how their contributions fit
into corporate strategy. So they make choices
that look good from their limited perspective
but may not benefit the enterprise as a whole.
To align strategy and execution, you must
make sure everybody has the same high-level
view of net margin.

Quick Facts

A shared perspective across diverse business
functions is precisely the goal of SAP Net
Margin Analysis – a multidimensional answer
to the need for rigorous business intelligence
on profitability. Product managers can adjust
their product mix. Marketing managers can
target resources toward the customer segments, channels, and products with most
profit potential. Sales representatives have
solid data to underpin informed negotiations
with customers anywhere on the continuum
from loss maker to profit maker. And your
operations managers have insight into the
drivers of cost, so they can benchmark activity
costs and help target the most effective distribution channels.
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With SAP Net Margin Analysis, you can identify
and learn from your top customers and modify
tactics with the least profitable ones. And you
can view net margin and revenue history by
customer and target precise customers with
new modes of interaction, as illustrated in the
figure. You can also investigate how to optimize
the customer, product, and channel mix at
any point by drilling down through multiple
levels in all dimensions.

You can raise operational efficiency and effectiveness by learning what worked in the past
and understanding where potential improvements can be made. In all your lines of business, you can help people develop better
strategies, track key performance indicators
along the value chain, uncover and address cost
issues early, and enhance your bottom line.
See figure on next page.

You can learn from your company’s successes
and shortcomings to sharpen your competitive
edge, adjusting your contracts with channel
representatives and your product mixes as needed.
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Figure: SAP® Net Margin Analysis Call-to-Action Dashboard
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Summary
The SAP® Net Margin Analysis analytic application helps reduce direct and indirect costs
to maximize overall net margin across all
combinations of product, customer, sales
organization, and channel. It helps you boost
profits by transforming loss-maker business
and leveraging profit-maker success.
Objectives
•• Develop initiatives to reduce operational
costs and maximize net profitability
•• Understand which customers are profit
makers and which are loss makers
•• Track cost to serve and analyze effectiveness by channel and territory
•• Identify and offer an optimal product mix
•• Empower executives in all functions with
deep analytics

Quick Facts

Solution
•• One profitability view to see at a glance the
status of current net margin
•• Sourcing indirect costs to track overhead
and cost to serve reliably across functions
•• Role-based dashboards to collect and
navigate net margin and other key perform
ance metrics
•• What-if analysis to help executives explore
alternatives in simulation before creating
initiatives
Benefits
•• Reduce costs by controlling indirect costs in
all customer, product, and channel mixes
•• Discover and resolve cost-to-serve issues
•• Create tactical and strategic initiatives
across the organization
Learn more
Call your SAP representative or visit us on the
Web at www.sap.com/appliedanalytics.
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